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A recently observed phenomenon of the time-dependent deformation of ferromagnetic Ni-Mn-Ga marten-
sites under a stationary magnetic field has been studied. A statistical model describing this phenomenon has
been deduced from the mathematical theory of random processes. The influence of the duration of measure-
ment on the shape of strain-field curves has been observed experimentally and interpreted in the statistical
model framework of the time-dependent deformation. The evolution of deformation of the Ni-Mn-Ga alloy in
the stepwise magnetic field has been considered. Good agreement between the theoretical and experimental
results has been achieved for the suitable set of the model parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetostrain effectsMSEd in ferromagnetic marten-
sites has been intensively studied and a strong deformation
«ù5% of the martensitic alloys under the action of the rela-
tively low s0.2−1.0 Td magnetic field has been observedssee
Refs. 1–4, and references thereind. Giant magnetically con-
trolled strain is caused by the magnetically induced motion
of martensite twin boundariessRefs. 1–7, and references
thereind. The magnetic 90° domain walls coincide with the
twin boundaries separating the different variants of the mar-
tensitic phase.3,4

Since the magnetic shape memory materials are expected
to have great potential for the design of a new class of mag-
netic actuators and sensors, the rate of dynamic response of
the martensitic structure to the magnetic field action is of
interest. A slow time dependence of the MSE value in the
Ni-Mn-Ga magnetic shape memory alloys affected by the
stationary magnetic field at a constant temperature has been
recently found and studied experimentally.8–10,4The first at-
tempt of a theoretical interpretation of this effect was made
in Ref. 11. As a result, the following physical picture of
time-dependent MSE in the martensites was substantiated.

sid A magnetic field application results in an internal mag-
netomechanical stressing of martensitic alloy specimen with
stresses being different for the differently oriented martensite
variants, and therefore, a microstressed martensitic state
arises.

sii d Quick partial relaxation of the microstresses takes
place due to the displacements of mobile coherent interfaces,
thus, the quick magnetomechanical response arises.

siii d The quick relaxation of the field-induced micros-
tresses is not complete because of imperfections of the crys-
tal lattice and the incoherent character of some interfaces.

sivd Thermal fluctuations of the residual microstresses re-
sult in its slow relaxation and the relevant slow increase of
the field-induced deformations up to saturation.

A statistical model of the quick magnetomechanical re-
sponse of martensite was elaborated on in Ref. 12. Strictly
speaking, this model corresponds to the case when the mi-

crostress immediately follows the magnetic field variation
and the time effects are not considered in Ref. 12. An exten-
sion of the model to the case of the slow evolution of
magnetic-field-induced deformations is carried out below.
The conception of a slow magnetomechanical response is
specified as the deformation, which follows the magnetic
field application after the period of time exceeding by the
order of magnitude a characteristic period of transversal
sound. The deformation arising before this period of time is
conventionally attributed to the moment of the field applica-
tion and is referred to as the quick magnetoelastic response.

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND MODEL EQUATIONS

In accordance with the current views1–11 and basing on
our previous work12 we assume the following.

sad A martensitic structure can be modeled by the alternat-
ing spatial domains ofx andy variants of tetragonal lattice,
the neighboring domains form the twins.

sbd The displacements of the twin boundaries are caused
by the difference in stress componentss=sxx−syy on the
right and left of the twin boundary.

scd The displacements have a jumplike character due to
the presence of pinning forcesspotential wells for the twin
boundariesd in a martensitic alloy specimen.

sdd The jumps of different twin boundaries occur at dif-
ferent stress values and result in a gradual stress relaxation
and disappearance of one of the martensite variantsstwin
componentsd forming thexy structure.

For the sake of certainty, let the stationary magnetic field
H be applied in they direction to the twinned Ni-Mn-Ga
alloy with c/a,1 sa andc are the parameters of tetragonal
latticed. In this case the field application is equivalent to the
compression of thex variant of martensite in they direction
without stressing they variant. It means thats=ssHd.0 for
the x variant ands=0 for they variant sfor more detail see
Ref. 12d.

According to pointsivd, the stressssH ,td induced by the
stationary magnetic field can be modeled by the random
function jstd fluctuating around a certain value ofssHd, i.e.,
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ussH,tduH=const= jstd, kjstdl = ssHd. s1d

As is consistent with pointsscd andsdd, the fluctuating stress
results in the jumplike displacements of the certain twin
boundaries in the martensite when the total stress exceeds
certain critical valuessn sthe subscriptn=1,2, . . . ,N0 enu-
merates the pinning forces acting on the different twin
boundariesd. If the positive steady stress is large enough, the
negative values of the random function are improbable,
hence,sn are positive and may be enumerated in the ascend-
ing order, i.e.,sn−1,sn, ∀n. The probabilities of the twin
boundary jumps are statistically distributed around the char-
acteristic valuesc, corresponding to the maximal frequency
of jumps. The relevant probability distribution can be chosen
in the Gauss-like form12

pn =
1

Z
expH−

ssn − scd2

2s0
2 J ,

Z = o
n

expH−
ssn − scd2

2s0
2 J . s2d

The random functionjstd crosses thesn levels from time

to time. Let the functionfsjn, j̇ ,tnd be the probability density
of crossing of thenth level in the momenttn sherejn=sn and

j̇=dj /dtd. The numberNn of the crossings of thenth level
during the time periods0,td is expressed by the well-known
Rice formula.13 If the positive steady stress is large enough,

the crossings with negativej̇ values may be disregarded and
Rice formula may be written down in the form

Nn =E
0

t E
0

j̇max
fsjn,j̇,tdj̇dj̇dt, s3d

where the discrete variabletn is replaced by the continuous
variablet and the point-by-point summation is replaced by
integration.

For a stationary random process the random valuesj and

j̇ are statistically independent and can be characterized by

the individual probabilityfjsjnd and probability densityf̃sj̇d.
It means that for the stationary processfsjn, j̇d= fjsjnd f̃sj̇d. In
this case the Eq.s3d givesNn/ t=nfjsjnd, where

n = kj̇l =E
0

j̇max
f̃sj̇dj̇dj̇ s4d

is an average rate ofjstd variation. An average time needed
for the first crossing of thenth level is expressed as

ktnl = Ht0, if sn ø ssHd,

t0 + fnfjsjndg−1, sn . ssHd.
h s5d

sHeret0 is the moment of magnetic field application.d Physi-
cally Eq. s5d means that the average field-induced stress
ssHd is sufficiently large to overcome the pinning forces
with the numbers from 1 toi immediately after the magnetic
field application. The numbern= i can be found from the
inequalities

si , ssHd ø si+1. s6d

The jumps of the boundaries pinned by the forces with the
numbersn. i are caused by the fluctuating stress. These
jumps are responsible for the slow evolution of deformation
value in a stationary magnetic field.

In the momentt=ktnl the fluctuating stress crosses thenth
level and the total stress exceeds the critical stress valuesn.
In this moment the critical valuess j with the numbers
j ,n, are already exceeded once or more and, therefore, the
number of the twin boundaries jumped during the period of
time from t= t0 to t=ktnl is expressed by the formula

Nsnd = N0o
j

pjussn − s jd, s7d

whereu is a stepwise Heaviside functionN0;nmax.
Further consideration of the problem is similar to that

carried out in Ref. 12. According to this work the volume
fraction of they variant of martensite depends on the number
n as

aysnd = ays0d + famax− ays0dgNsnd/N0, s8d

whereamax is the maximal volume fraction of they variant
of martensite in the specimensthis value may be different
than the unit due to the presence ofxz twins or the residual
austenitic domains in the experimental specimend. The alloy
deformation in the transversalswith respect to magnetic field
vectord direction satisfies the equation12

«snd =
1

2S
ssHd + s1 − c/adfaysnd − ays0dg, s9d

whereS is a longitudinal elastic stiffness of tetragonal lattice.
Equationss5d and s9d define an implicitly assigned func-

tion «std within the time intervalt0ø tø ktN0
l. This function

can be computed numerically for the different forms of sta-
tistical distributionfjsjnd. The distribution providing the best
fit of the theoretical«std dependencies to the experimental
values measured in the stationary magnetic field can be
found and, in such a way, the information about the fluctu-
ating stress and relevant physical characteristics of the mar-
tensitic alloy can be obtained, in principle. However, as a
matter of fact, the fulfillment of this scientific program is
impossible now because of the indefiniteness in the values of
the model parameters. Nevertheless, the theoretical studies
checking the statistical model itself may be carried out pre-
liminary and the values of the model parameters providing a
reasonable agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental data can be estimated tentatively. To this end the most
frequently encountered Gauss distribution

fjsjd =
1

j0
Î2p

expH−
fj − ssHdg2

2j0
2 J s10d

may be used for the computation of time-dependent magneti-
cally induced deformation.

III. RESULTS

The theoretical model formulated above involves a suffi-
ciently large number of physical parameters: the valuesN0,
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amax, andays0d, characterizing the twin structure of marten-
site, the lattice parameters of martensitic phase, function
ssHd, and statistical parameters, which may be subdivided
into two types. The parameters of the first typessc,s0d are
related to the pinning forcesspotential wellsd capturing the
twin boundaries, while the parameters of the second type
sj0,nd characterize the intensity and the rate of variation of
fluctuating stress. The lattice parameters of martensite can be
determined quite well from the x-ray and neutron-diffraction
datassee, e.g., Refs. 14 and 15d. The functionssHd can be
taken from the magnetoelastic theory of MSEsRef. 16d or
obtained empirically from the results of compression-
decompression cycles performed for the number of station-
ary values of magnetic field.17 An accurate treatment of these
results also makes an evaluation of the parameterssc ands0
possible.

The values listed above were successfully determined by
different authors for different alloy compositions, experimen-
tal specimens, and temperatures. Unfortunately, the complete
set of the parameters was never determined for the same
specimen, and therefore, the following theoretical descrip-
tion of the time-dependent MSE, has, in essence, an illustra-
tive character.

The computations are carried out using the value
c/a<0.94 and the empirical dependencessHd, which was
determined in Ref. 17. In the field range below the field of
magnetic saturationHS this dependence was approximated
by the polynomial

ssHd = o
h=0

8

BhsH/Hsdh. s11d

The coefficients of the polynomial providing a good fit to the
empirical dependence are shown in the Table I, the adjusted
functionssHd is plotted in Fig. 1 together with the empirical
values. The physical mechanism responsible for these values
is immaterial for the subject of the paper and is discussed
elsewheressee, e.g., Refs. 7 and 17d.

The functions11d was used for computations because the
empirical dependence markedly deflects from the quadratic
one16 in the range of magnetic fieldsH.0.4 T. It should be
noted that the coefficients listed in the Table I are not the
essential model parameters and any analytic function provid-
ing the good fit to the empirical stress values can be used
instead of Eq.s11d.

As long as the dimensions of the experimental specimen
are of the order of 1 cm, an average rate of the random stress

variation is evaluated by the order of magnitude asn,ntj0,
wherent is the velocity of transverse sound wave, which, in
its turn, can be estimated from the ultrasound measurements.
For the quasistoichiometric Ni-Mn-Ga alloys the measure-
ments performed in the temperature range of martensitic
transformation18 give nt<33105 s−1. The parameterssc and
s0 are sensitive to the alloy composition and mode of treat-
ment. For the alloy specimens exhibiting almost complete
reorientation of martensite variants in the saturating mag-
netic field these values were estimated in Refs. 12 and 17 as
sc<2–4 MPa,s0<1 MPa, but the largest values may be
expected for the specimens exhibiting only a partial MSE.
The valuej0 characterizes the intensity of thermal fluctua-
tions of microstresses and will be estimated below.

Figure 2 shows the theoreticalssolid lined and experimen-
tal scirclesd time dependencies of deformations induced by
the stepwise magnetic field. The theoretical magnetic-field-
induced strains are computed for the suitable set of the
model parameters presented in Table II; the line connecting
the discrete theoretical values«snd is smoothed by the
“spline” tool. The parameteramax was adjusted to obtain the
correct maximal value of deformation observed in the ex-
periment. The adjusted value is less than unit, and therefore,
the field-induced martensitic transformation in the given al-
loy specimen is not complete. In this connection the values
of the parameterssc and s0 presented in the Table II are
somewhat larger then those reported in Refs. 12 and 17.

TABLE I. Polynomial coefficients.

h 1 2 3

Bh −7310−4 1.019 −20.07

h 4 5 6

Bh 238.4 −755.3 1130

h 7 8 9

Bh −882.0 340.6 −49.40

FIG. 1. Field-induced stress computed from the Eq.s11d slined
in comparison with the empirical values obtained in Ref. 17
scirclesd.

FIG. 2. Time-dependent MSE in the stepwise magnetic field:
theory scurvesd and experimentscirclesd. The values of the model
parameters used for computations are shown in Table II.
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As long as the theoretical curve is close to the experimen-
tal one, it is worth while to analyze the model results in more
detail and compare them with the available experimental
data. Figure 3 illustrates the time dependence of deformation
computed for the case when the stationary fieldH=0.35 T
was applied att=0 to the specimen withamax=1 sthe values
of the other model parameters are equal to those presented in
the Table IId. It may be concluded from the vertical segment
of Fig. 3sad that the quick magnetomechanical response of
the specimen to the field application is characterized by the
deformation of about of 1.5–1.75 %. But Fig. 3sbd shows
that, in fact, the main part of this deformation is induced by
thermal fluctuations of stress during the time period
Dt@1/nt, while the quick magnetomechanical response, i.e.,
deformation induced by the average field-induced stress Eq.

s11d and conventionally attributed to the momentt=0, is
equal to 0.25% only. In the reality the quick magnetoelastic
response arises during the short time periodDt,1/nt after
the magnetic field application as a result of the uncontrolled
transient process. Disregarding the transient process results
in the existence of the small horizontal segment at the initial
part of«std curve. The length of this segment corresponds to
the time period, which is necessary for the first crossing of
the critical level by the random functionjstd.

The role of stress fluctuations in the formation of magne-
tostrain effect is pronouncedly illustrated by Fig. 4sad. The
figure shows that the reduction of the intensity of stress fluc-
tuations results in a drastic decrease of MSE. Moreover, it is
quite obvious from Fig. 4sad that the MSE value does not
reach the saturation even after one year.

The time needed for the saturation of time-dependent
MSE and, accordingly, complete reorientation of martensite
in a stationary magnetic field can be estimated from the Fig.
4sbd. For the sake of clearness the results presented in this
figure were computed for the comparatively small number of
critical stress levelsN0=30. Figure 4sbd shows that the fluc-
tuating stress overcomes the last critical level in the moment
t=10153 s if H=0.35 T and in the momentt=10100 s if
H=1 T. This means that the complete transformation of the
twin structure into the tetragonal lattice by the magnetic field

TABLE II. The model parameters.

N0 ays0d amax

300 0 0.75

HS sTd S sGPad sc sMPad
1 1.1 4.7

s0 sMPad j0 sMPad n sGPa s−1d
2.6 0.4 40

FIG. 3. Theoretical time dependence of deformation in the sta-
tionary magnetic fieldH=0.35 T.sad andsbd show the same depen-
dence within two different intervals of time; the needle points to the
deformation value induced by the average stressssHd=2.6 MPa in
the moment of the field application.

FIG. 4. Magnetic-field-induced deformation versus the common
logarithm of time. sad The curves computed forN0=300,
H=0.35 T, and different values of parameterj0 characterizing the
intensity of stress fluctuations. The values of the other model pa-
rameters are presented in the Table II. The down triangles mark off
the standard time intervals.sbd: The discrete«snd values computed
for N0=30, H=0.35 T scirclesd, andH=HS=1 T ssquaresd.
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application is practically impossible if the characteristic
stresssc is as large as 4.7 MPa. The computations show that
the situation is quite different for the smaller values of char-
acteristic stress: the deformation induced by the magnetic
field H=1 T reaches the saturation after the expiration of
103 s if sc=2.3 MPa and only 1 s ifsc=2.1 MPa.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section the interrelation between the obtained the-
oretical results and available experimental data will be dis-
cussed.

Time-dependent MSE in a step-wise magnetic field. A
good agreement between the experimental and theoretical
values of deformations induced by the stepwise magnetic
field indicates the applicability of the elaborated statistical
model to the time-dependent MSE observed in Ni-Mn-Ga
alloys. However, the model results can be interpreted now
only qualitatively, in view of indeterminacy in the values of
model parameters.

MSE in a variable magnetic field. The computations show
that the time dependence of MSE is observable within both
long and short time intervalssFigs. 3 and 4d. As far as the
values of magnetostrain induced by the variable magnetic
field are always measured at appropriate intervals of time,
the shapes of experimental strain—field curves must depend
on the duration of the experiment. A direct experimental evi-
dence of the validity of this statement is presented in Fig. 5
sthe details of experiment are explained in the original work
by Glavatskaet al.9d. This figure shows that the duration of
experiment not only affects the value of magnetostrain but
also changes the characteristic magnetic field value, making
it look similar to the field of saturation of MSE. In contrast,
the saturation field estimated from the magnetization curves
must be independent of the duration of measurement if the
field is applied in the “hard direction”z of the single-
crystalline specimensi.e., when the magnetic field does not
change the martensitic structured. It can be concluded, there-
fore, that the field of saturation of the magnetically induced
deformation may be different from the field of magnetic

saturation. Some experimental evidences supporting this
conclusion can be found in the literature but its rigorous
verification requires special experiments.

Temperature dependence of MSE. As was shown recently,
the experimental value of MSE strongly depends on the tem-
peraturessee Refs. 4, 15, and 19–21d. The saturation value of
MSE is limited by the theoretical limits1−c/ad. In the single
crystal exhibiting a large MSE of about 5%sand, respec-
tively, a smallsc valued, the magnetically induced deforma-
tion rises with cooling down the specimen due to the in-
crease ofc/a ratio.4,15,19,20In contrast with this, the authors21

have observed comparatively small MSE’ssand rather large
sc valued in the specimen with approximately the samec/a
ratio when the temperature was close to the martensitic trans-
formation temperature but have observed no MSE well be-
low this temperature. Seems the twin boundaries in this
specimen21 were hardly pinned by defects, and only the in-
tensification of thermal fluctuations arising from the tem-
perature increase enabled the jumps of the boundaries. Ac-
cording to Fig. 4sad it can be supposed that MSE in the
sample21 may be enlarged by the long-time exposure in the
stationary magnetic field due to the cooperative action of the
field and thermal fluctuations of microstresses.

In accordance with the results reported above, the magne-
tomechanical response to a fixed magnetic field must slow
down with the temperature decrease. The experimental ob-
servation of a deceleration of time-dependent strain in a
steady magnetic field with cooling was reported in Ref. 10.

The theoretical study of MSE in the framework of the
statistical model and the comparison of theoretical and ex-
perimental data result in the following general conclusions.

sId Thermal fluctuations of microstresses strongly affect
the magnetomechanical properties of the ferromagnetic mar-
tensites typified by the Ni-Mn-Ga alloys.

sII d Thermal fluctuations of microstresses not only exhibit
themselves as the time-dependent MSE observed in the pro-
tracted experiments with a stationary magnetic field, but also
affect the commonly discussed experimental dependence of
the deformation versus magnetic field.

sIII d A well elaborated by the mathematicians theory of
random processes22 provides a powerful tool for the broad
theoretical study of the time-dependent MSE and related to it
phenomena. Moreover, the Rice formulas3d can be used, it
seems, for the comprehension of the broad scale of nonmag-
netic phenomena observed in the loaded alloys, including
some aspects of creep flow, mechanical twinning, strength-
ening, and edging.
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FIG. 5. Effect of the time exposure under magnetic field on the
magnetostrain effect:s1d the time per step of the magnetic field
change is 5 s ands2d the time per step of the magnetic field change
is 27 s.
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